Abstract. We show that, for each n ∈ N, there is an n-tensor norm α (in the sense of Grothendieck) with the surprising property that the α-tensor product α (Y 1 , . . . , Y n ) has local unconditional structure for each choice of n arbitrary L p j -spaces Y j . In fact, α is the tensor norm associated to the ideal of multiple 1-summing n-linear forms on Banach spaces.
Introduction
There is an intensive study on unconditionality for tensor products of Banach spaces which can be traced back to the early sixties, and includes a remarkable list of deep papers. The first results were given on Schatten classes S p . In 1961, Gelbaum and Gil de Lamadrid proved in [19] that the canonical basis in the space S ∞ = 2⊗ε 2 of all compact operators on the Hilbert space 2 is not unconditional. Kwapień and Pe lczyński showed in [23] that S ∞ and the trace class S 1 do not even admit any unconditional basis. For general S p the final answer came from the seminal paper [20] of Gordon and Lewis which shows that the only Schatten class that admits an unconditional basis is the class of Hilbert-Schmidt operators S 2 . The really new feature of their approach was the use of probabilistic techniques, which since then has been an important tool in the subject.
The next milestone was given independently by Pisier [34] and Schütt [35] (see here Theorem 4.3). They proved that, in order to assure the existence of any unconditional basis in the tensor product X ⊗ α Y of two Banach spaces with unconditional bases, it is enough to check the canonical basis; here α is a tensor norm on X ⊗ Y in the sense that it lies between the injective norm ε and the projective norm π and moreover satisfies the metric mapping property: S ⊗ T : X ⊗ α Y → X ⊗ α Y = S T for two arbitrary (bounded and linear) operators S, T on X and Y , respectively. Now, by a theorem from [23] the canonical basis in 2 ⊗ α 2 is unconditional if and only if α (up to constants) equals the Hilbert-Schmidt norm (see [28] for an analogue of this for tensor products of n spaces, a result which needed an alternative proof). Hence the Pisier-Schütt theorem has the following remarkable consequence: The only tensor norm on 2 ⊗ 2 that admits an unconditional basis is the Hilbert-Schmidt norm.
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But the study of unconditionality in tensor products is still a very active area of research. Our motivation mainly comes from the multilinear theory of Banach spaces. In particular, from a recent positive answer to a conjecture of Dineen [16] , the space of m-homogeneous polynomials on an infinite dimensional Banach space never has an unconditional basis (see [11] and also [8] ). In [9] the authors apply unconditionality in tensor products to give multidimensional analogues of Bohr's classical power series theorem from [5] (for more on that see [1] , [3] , [4] , [9] , [17] ). Moreover, in [10] unconditionality helps to analyze Hahn-Banach type extension theorems for multilinear forms and polynomials, and finally in [12] , it is used to investigate monomial expansions of holomorphic functions in infinitely many variables.
All these studies share a common philosophy, namely that tensor norms usually destroy unconditionality. Following Grothendieck's "résumé" [22] , we call a map α which assigns to each n-tuple of Banach spaces X j a norm α(·; X 1 , . . . , X n ) on n j=1 X j such that (1) ε(·; X 1 , . . . , X n ) ≤ α(·; X 1 , . . . , X n ) ≤ π(·; X 1 , . . . , X n ) and (2) α satisfies the metric mapping property:
T j , a tensor norm of order n on the class of all Banach spaces (or simply an n-tensor norm).
There is a simple unconditionality test for n-tensor norms proved in [32, 2.3 and 2.6]: If a tensor norm α (of order n on the class of all Banach spaces) preserves unconditionality for each choice of n Banach spaces with unconditional bases, then it has to coincide (up to constants) with the injective norm ε on n j=1 c 0 and with the projective norm π on n j=1 1 . Then we say that α fulfills the unconditionality condition.
From [32, 2.7] and [26, 4.2] we conclude that each α satisfying the unconditionality condition on the tensor product of Hilbert spaces equals the Hilbert-Schmidt norm (up to constants).
Here we are going to deal with the following question of J. Diestel. Question 1.1. Is there a tensor norm (of order n on the class of all Banach spaces) that preserves unconditionality?
This problem was motivated by the work of Carne from [7] where he proved that 4 out of the 14 natural tensor norms of Grothendieck (see e.g. [14, section 27] ) preserve the structure of Banach algebras. So it seems to be natural to ask whether there exist tensor norms that preserve the structure of Banach lattices (thanks to the above cited result of Pisier and Schütt this question among spaces with 1-unconditional basis is equivalent to 1.1; see Theorem 4.3 below). In [32] it is shown that none of Grothendieck's 14 norms satisfies the unconditionality condition. However, the answer to the above question for a general tensor norm still remains open. Our contribution is the following: We show that there exists a somewhat non-artificial tensor norm α, first defined in [29] , which on tensor products taken from a surprisingly large class of Banach spaces (including all L p -spaces) inherits unconditionality -indicating that the complexity of the above question might be greater than originally expected.
Before introducing this norm let us recall that, for a finite sequence (
in a Banach space X and 1 ≤ p < ∞, the weak-p -norm is given by
The norm α 1 and its adjoint α * 1 satisfy the unconditionality condition, so they are natural test candidates for Diestel's question. Even more, from [32, 2.7] we know: A tensor norm α satifies the unconditionality condition if and only if there is a constant c > 0 such that
hence α * 1 and α 1 form natural bounds for all norms under question. Our aim is to show that both norms α 1 and α * 1 on surprisingly wide classes of Banach spaces have unexpectedly good stability properties, i.e., they
• are injective and projective, respectively (Section 3), • preserve unconditionality (Section 4) , and • inherit type (convexity) and cotype (concavity) (Section 5).
Preliminaries and notation
We shall use standard notation and notions from Banach space theory and the theory of tensor norms as presented, e.g., in [14] , [15] , [24] or [37] . By K we will denote both R and C, X and Y will always be Banach spaces, X * will stand for the dual of X, and L(X, Y ) for the space of (linear and continuous) operators from 3290 ANDREAS DEFANT AND DAVID PÉREZ-GARCÍA X to Y . We say that two norms · 1 and · 2 are K-equivalent if there exist two constants C, c > 0 such that
For the notions of (Rademacher) type and cotype we refer to [15] or [24] . As usual we write C q (X) and T p (X) for the cotype q and type p constants.
All information needed on unconditionality in Banach spaces will be given at the beginning of section 4.
Recall that for 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞ and λ > 1 a Banach space X is said to be an L p,λ -space if, for every finite dimensional subspace E ⊂ X there exists another finite dimensional subspace F containing E and such that there exists an isomorphism For all needed information on the theory of Banach operator ideals we refer to [14] , [15] , [33] or [37] 
where the infimum is taken with respect to all subspaces U of some 
There is no general reference for tensor norms of order n on tensor products of Banach spaces (see the introduction), though one can find the definition and some properties in [18] . All abstract theory on such tensor norms that we are going to use comes as a straightforward generalization of the bilinear case for which we refer to [14] . If α is a tensor norm of order n, then we will use the notation
. . , Y n ), and write the symbol˜ for the corresponding completions. The only tensor norms we are interested in are the projective norm π and the injective norm ε, as well as both norms α 1 and α * 1 defined above. Note that all of them are finitely generated tensor norms α; i.e. for z ∈ (Y 1 , . . . , Y n ) we have
where the infimum is taken over all finite dimensional subspaces M j of Y j for which z ∈ (M 1 , . . . , M n ).
In order to manage α 1 and α * 1 in our context, we need to relate them to the theory of multiple summing operators, a class of n-linear operators between Banach spaces which has been recently developed in a series of papers by Bombal, Villanueva and the second author (see [6] , [26] , [27] [29] , [30] , [31] ).
An n-linear operator T : 
the best of all such constants K is called the multiple p-summing norm of T and denoted by π p (T ).
Clearly, the class of multiple p-summing operators (Π n p , π p ) is a maximal operator ideal (of n-linear operators, in the sense of [18] ). It is also injective; that is, if i : Y → Z is an isometric embedding, then T : 
and if all spaces are finite dimensional,
Injectivity and projectivity
In this section we will prove that α * 1 is injective within the class of subspaces of arbitrary L p -spaces, 1 ≤ p < ∞. More precisely, define within all Banach spaces the subclass
and note that this class in particular contains all subspaces of L p -spaces, 1 ≤ p < ∞. The following theorem is the main result of this section.
is an isomorphic embedding.
The proof will be reduced to the finite dimensional case; more precisely, it is a consequence of the following inequality entirely formulated for finite dimensional spaces. 
Before we start with the proof of this proposition, let us, for the sake of completeness, show how the fact that α * 1 is finitely generated implies Theorem 3.1.
Taking the infimum over all possible M j gives the conclusion. For the proof of the proposition we will check the following two inequalities separately:
Proof of Case 1. Two simple lemmas on multiple 1-summing operators are needed. The first one is a straightforward reformulation of the definition of the multiple 1-summing norm.
Lemma 3.3. Let X 1 , . . . , X n be finite dimensional Banach spaces, and T :
where the sup is taken over all operators u j :
The next lemma, a first application of the preceding one, will be crucial.
. . , X n be finite dimensional. Then for each j and each
where
Proof. The first estimate is an observation from [14, Proposition 2.5]. For the second estimate we assume without loss of generality that j = 1. Fix a quotient mapping q :
Then we deduce from the preceding lemma that
Taking the infimum over all possible v we obtain the desired result.
Now we are prepared to prove Case 1:
n −→ K be the associated multilinear form. Then by the preceding lemma,
the conclusion. Moreover, we need to see the norm α 1 as a so-called traced tensor norm (in the spirit of [14] ; see also Remark 6.2) . By the very definition of the norm α 1 it is not difficult to see that if we, for n finite dimensional Banach spaces Y j , define the sequence of surjections
Dualizing we obtain that, for w ∈
where I m is the injection
Now it is obvious that the preceding lemma combined with the formula from (1) leads directly to a proof of Case 2. This completes the proof of the proposition, and by what was said before also the proof of the theorem.
As a trivial consequence we obtain that α * 1 is injective (up to isomorphisms) among all subspaces of L p 's with 1 ≤ p < ∞:
We finish this section with a pair of remarks.
Remark 3.7. (1) Knowing that α * 1 = ε on tensor products of L ∞ -spaces it is trivial to see that we cannot expect Corollary 3.6 for p = ∞. (2) Clearly, the norm α 1 has the corresponding projective behavior.
Unconditionality
A sequence (e i ) i∈I (the index set I a subset of N) of non-zero vectors in a Banach space X is said to be a K-unconditional basic sequence if
for every choice of scalars i , µ i ∈ K with | i | ≤ 1. By ub((e i ) i∈I ; X), the unconditional basis constant of (e i ) i∈I , we denote the best of such constants K. If X has an unconditional basis (a Schauder basis which is K-unconditional for some K), we write ub(X) for the unconditional basis constant of X, that is, the infimum over all possible unconditional basis constants ub((e i ) i∈I ; X). A dense unconditional basic sequence is an unconditional basis. For finite dimensional Banach spaces Y 1 , . . . , Y n with fixed bases (e
we put
where the unconditional basis constant on the right is taken with respect to the monomial basis formed by the tensors e i 1 ,...,i n := e
A Banach space X with a 1-unconditional basis (e i ) i∈I is a Banach lattice with the pointwise order with respect to that basis. In this sense we will use the notions of 2-convexity and 2-concavity (defined for Banach lattices; see e.g. [15] or [24] ). As usual we write M (2) (X) for the 2-convexity and M (2) (X) for the 2-concavity constant of X. Recall the duality relations
, and that X is 2-concave if and only if X has cotype 2. We will also use the notions of 2-concavity and 2-convexity for spaces X with an unconditional basis (e i ) since a renorming of X is possible which makes (e i ) 1-unconditional (see e.g. [24, 1.c 
.]).
A Banach space X has local unconditional structure or simply lust (as defined by Gordon and Lewis in [20] ) whenever there exists a constant Λ ≥ 1 with the property that, for every finite dimensional subspace E ⊂ X, there exists a Banach space Y with unconditional basis and operators u ∈ L(E, Y ), v ∈ L(Y, X) such that vu is the canonical inclusion and such that u v ub(Y ) ≤ Λ; the best such Λ is denoted by lust(X).
Of course, the class of all spaces with lust contains all spaces with an unconditional basis, but many spaces more, for example every L p -space (1 ≤ p ≤ ∞) or every Banach lattice has lust.
The aim of this section is to prove that the tensor norm α * 1 behaves nicely with respect to unconditional bases. More precisely, if
(note the similarity with C), we are going to show the following. This result will be an immediate consequence of the following estimate on finite dimensional spaces. 
here K G denotes Grothendieck's constant (read Before we start preparing the proof of this proposition let us indicate how it implies the theorem: Without loss of generality we assume that the bases (e 
is then called the Gordon-Lewis constant of Y . A crucial fact for this paper is that for any (finite dimensional) Banach space Y ,
which easily follows from the extension property of 2-summing operators (see e.g. [15, 4.15] ). It can also be found in [15, 17.7] that for every (finite dimensional) Banach space Y ,
though the reciprocal is not true. However, for α-tensor products of Banach spaces with unconditional bases, things can be considerably simplified thanks to the following theorem of Pisier [34] and Schütt [35] 
We need three more lemmata of independent interest. 
or equivalently, for finite dimensional spaces X 1 , . . . , X n ,
Proof. We prove the second statement and assume without loss of generality that all duals X * j are isometric subspaces of some k j 1 . Using Lemma 3.4 (in the equalities) and the fact that Π n−1 1 is injective (in the inclusions) we have the following chain:
, the proof is complete.
Observe that Theorem 4.3, inequality (2), and Lemma 4.4 prove Proposition 4.2 in the case k = n. The general case again needs some more preparation. The ideas below are inspired by the thesis of I. Schütt [36] . Lemma 4.5. Let X 1 , . . . , X n be finite dimensional Banach spaces, 1 ≤ j ≤ n an index for which X j has a 1-unconditional basis, and T :
where the sup is taken over all diagonal operators d λ :
By iteration we also see that whenever all X j have 1-unconditional bases, then
Proof. From Lemma 3.3 we know that 
. . , id)) , the conclusion. 
, . . . , X n ; K) .
. . , X n ; K) where m j = dim X j . Then for each possible choice of scalars µ i 1 ,...,i n , ε i 1 ,. ..,i n ∈ K with |ε i 1 ,...,i n | ≤ 1 we have
the desired estimate. Now we just have to collect our results in order to obtain the proof of Proposition 4.2:
where the latter inequality uses the well-known fact that finite dimensional Hilbert spaces are isometric subspaces of appropriate Within the class of all L p -spaces, Theorem 4.1 can be improved considerably (in a sense our most far-reaching result).
Proof. Let us take a finite dimensional subspace
where K only depends on the p j 's. Consider the embeddings
obviously, it is enough to show that the norm α *
Let us suppose without loss of generality that
, we have that, when restricted to n j=1 F j , the norms α * there is a K , depending only on p k+1 , . . . , p n , such that the norm α * 1 (·, F 1 , . . . , F k , Y k+1 , . . . , Y n ) restricted to n j=1 F j and the norm α * 1 (·, F 1 , . . . , F n ) are K n j=k+1 λ j -equivalent; this concludes the proof.
2-convexity and 2-concavity
The main result of this section is that α * 1 preserves 2-convexity (and 2-concavity for subspaces of L 1 -spaces). As a consequence we will obtain that α * 1 preserves cotype 2 within the class of all L p -spaces.
where the sup is taken over all diagonal operators d λ j :
The main ingredient of the proof is the Hilbert case X j = k j 2 : Proof. From Lemma 4.5 we have that 1
and by (4) that
which gives the conclusion.
The following estimate is crucial.
Proof. By Proposition 4.2 we know that on (Y 1 , . . . , Y n ),
Let (e j i ) i ⊂ Y * j be the dual basis of (f j i ) i , and take a finite sequence (
Then by the preceding lemma,
, which is the desired inequality.
We now prove the main result of this section (recall from Section 4 how we use the notion of convexity for a space with an unconditional basis with constant > 1). 
Let us take z 1 , . . . , z m ∈ Y , and denote by M the span of these vectors endowed with the norm inherited from Y . If we fix ε > 0 it is easy to see that one can find an N ∈ N such that the canonical projection
In fact, if we consider a basis (f j ) s j=1 of M and an ε > 0, and we consider the constant C that makes M isomorphic to s 1 , that is, j |α j | ≤ C j α j f j for every z = j α j f j ∈ M , and we choose N ∈ N in such a way that 
+ , the conclusion
In the next section we will show that, for instance, 4⊗α * 1 4 fails to have type 2. Hence, 2-convexity in the preceding result cannot be replaced by type 2. This is an immediate consequence of the injectivity of α * 1 (see Section 1) and the following facts: the projective tensor product of L 1 -spaces is again an L 1 -space, and the norms π and α * 1 are equivalent in the tensor product of such spaces. Alternatively, the result may also be easily obtained from Lemma 4.4.
We finish this section with the case of L p -spaces.
Proof.
(1) is included in Theorem 5.5. To see (2) it is enough to show that, for any finite dimensional subspace G ⊂˜ α * 
Reasoning as in Corollary 4.8 we can assume that without loss of generality
To conclude the proof it is enough to notice that, thanks to Proposition 5.
In statement (2) we cannot cancel the dual, and replace cotype 2 by type 2 (which would be a stronger result); see again the comment after Theorem 5.3.
The case of two spaces
The results we have obtained are also new for the case of two spaces, but in this case we even can say a bit more. 
shows that Π 1 (Z, 2 ) has lust for any Banach space Z with unconditional basis, which gives our conclusion.
Before we go on, let us briefly describe the 2-tensor norms α 1 and α * 1 in terms of their associated maximal Banach operator ideals. Recall from [14, 17.3 ] that a finitely generated tensor norm α and a maximal Banach operator ideal (A, A) are associated (notation: A ∼ α) whenever for all finite dimensional Banach spaces M, N the equality 
In the notation of [14, 29.8] this means that All this may be seen directly from Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.4, or a bit more formally from (a) and [14, 29.8, 25.7] . In particular, we have that for two Banach spaces X and Y the equality In the case of Banach operator ideals the so-called limit order has proved to be a useful tool, e.g. to obtain counterexamples. Following [33] we define the limit order of the norm α * 1 as the infimum of all λ > 0 such that In fact, the above arguments prove that the diagonal of p⊗α * 1 q is a (complemented) copy of c 0 if 
